Sample Internship Placements in Seoul, South Korea

Adventure Korea
Tourism & Marketing Intern
Adventure Korea provides trips and outdoor activities to foreigners from all over the world, as well as any Koreans, who want to meet and interact with foreigners for cultural exchange. The intern will assist with the “Farm Village” and festival tours. They will attend all outdoor education programs supporting the main tour guide with program development and tour coordination. The intern will also assist with researching and developing new tour programs.

AP Communications
Culture and Destination Marketing Intern
AP Communications is a Seoul-based communications agency with a strong background in culture and destination marketing for South Korea. They work in the public and private sector to better communicate brands to the world. They also assist international clients in uncovering the best of Korean culture and society through a variety of specialized services. The intern will assist with social media management, event promotion, content creation, web design, as well as conducting general industry research.

Briman Communications, Seoul, South Korea
Public Relations Intern
Briman Communication is an IT-specialized PR agency and boasts its strengths with media relations. Briman Communications concentrates their efforts to maximize the media effects for their clients through public relations and marketing communications. Interns will provide assistance in communications with the clients and develop PR and market programs, monitor news for the clients, and proofread and/or edit press releases and other materials.

G3 Partners
Communications Intern
G3 Partners is one of Asia’s first startup-focused PR and Communications agencies. They provide a full suite of global services for startups expanding overseas and raising investment internationally. The intern will work directly with clients to develop press releases, investment pitches, blog postings, and social media strategizing. Intern will work closely with clients on crowd-funding campaigns.

Institute for Global Economics, Seoul, South Korea
Business and Marketing Intern
The Institute for Global Economics is a private non-profit organization established in 1993 to provide global frontier views on major economic issue to help formulate government policies and business strategies. Interns will transcribe speeches of IGE’s distinguished Lecture Forum, assist with creating publications (on-/off-line), engage in media monitoring and related work, develop materials (flyers, brochures, etc.), and assist with other office and administrative tasks.

KStarLive, Seoul, South Korea
Media Intern
KStarLive promotes K-pop cultures through different media and selling beauty products online. Interns will monitor news and media related to the Korean entertainment industry (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Websites, etc.), edit content, draft articles and other materials, assist with mailings, print production, create or update databases, and help with events on weekends.
MediaZen

Digital Services Intern

Founded in 2000, MediaZen has excelled in the field of voice-related context awareness for the automotive industry. MediaZen’s efforts to provide voice recognition and a conversational natural dialogue engine for automobiles and digital devices will revolutionize the way we communicate with man-made machines. The intern will work on language data creation and processing for multiple-language recognition. Intern will also test speech recognition systems and proofread technical documents.

PeopleCare Professional Inc.

Human Resources Intern

PeopleCare Professional Inc. is an executive search firm providing superior services and support systems to meet all the applicants and clients’ needs in the recruiting process. The intern will screen potential candidates via LinkedIn, research target companies and industries, develop training materials, and manage the database of potential candidates.

People for Successful Korea Unification

Social Work Intern – Bilingual

PSCORE is a non-governmental organization founded by a former North Korean soldier, Mr. Youngil Kim. PSCORE helps North Korean defectors pass their adjustment time smoothly in South Korea by providing a series of programs such as mentoring and English education. Intern will assist in a variety of capacities at PSCORE by providing support for their various programs. Intern must be bilingual.

Talk to Me in Korean

Film Intern

Talk to Me in Korean is a famous company for foreigners as a content provider to aid in the study of the Korean language by using different methods such as books and videos. The intern will help with the filming and editing of instructional videos. Additionally, the intern will work with marketing to create short videos for their social media platforms and website.

Talk to Me in Korean

Graphic Design Intern

Talk to Me in Korean is a famous company for foreigners as a content provider to aid in the study of the Korean language by using different methods such as books and videos. The intern will assist the marketing team with graphic design materials for their social media platforms, website, as well as print marketing materials.

Teach North Korean Refugees

Administration Intern

Teach North Korean Refugees (TNKR) is a nonprofit organization that aims to assist North Korean refugees in preparing for their future and transitioning to life outside of North Korea by providing them with free English learning opportunities. Interns will monitor media related to Teach North Korean Refugees and comment/like to increase activity, screen and make phone calls, develop materials (flyers, brochures, audio and video) highlighting TNKR, draft press releases and other materials for external consumption, assist with mailings, print production, following-up, greet guests and clients, help at events on weekends (Matching sessions, orientations, other special meetings).

Teach North Korean Refugees

Education Intern

Teach North Korean Refugees, a small NGO in South Korea assisting North Korean Refugees is always looking for interns to assist with developing teaching materials, conducting orientations, and help with other administrative projects to help build the capacity of the organization.
Twinword
Marketing Intern
Twinword provides text analysis APIs that can understand and associate words in the same way as humans do. Their APIs are currently being used by search engines, online e-Commerce sites, and many other developers creating software that analyze and categorize text. Beyond that, they also have a few consumer products related to writing, searching, and learning that use their APIs and showcase its power. The intern will work with the team on SEO campaigns, content marketing, and search engine ranking tracking. The intern will also analyze and evaluate data from campaigns and make informed marketing decisions related to Webmaster Tools and future lead generation.

WePlanet, Seoul, South Korea
Mobile Developer Intern
WePlanet has various projects ranging from one feature apps to services requiring complex full platform solutions and back-end support. Interns will build an app for iOS or Android in collaboration with a senior mobile engineer, back-end engineer, and UX/UI designer. The type of app will be chosen by the company. WePlanet will prepare the design and back-end architecture (DB, APIs). The intern will be fully responsible for developing the front-end side within 8 or 9 weeks.

World Markets Korea
Marketing Intern
World Markets Korea is a boutique consulting and marketing company based in Seoul. The intern will be responsible for maintaining the company’s social media platforms, manage client contacts, and develop content for the website. The intern should have strong communication skills and be able to demonstrate creativity.